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Coaching Philosophy & Emphasis 



GB Coaching Club Programme 

The GB Coaching Club Programme workshops are aimed to be a fun, exciting 

and a dynamic resource to help coaches to facilitate effective learning 

environments for players. 

 

Each workshop within the GB Coaching Club Programme have been designed 

to provide a: 

-  Player centred coaching approach 

-  Games rather than drills culture 

-  Questioning coaching style 

The GAME is the TEACHER, the pitch is the CLASSROOM, the COACH is the FACILITATOR 
!



Player Centred Coaching Approach 

The role of the coach is to become the facilitator, creating more open 

environments where the players have more say, feel valued and actively 

participate in their own learning.  

 

What would happen if a coach didn’t turn up?  
 

The GAME is the TEACHER, the pitch is the CLASSROOM, the COACH is the FACILITATOR 
!



Games Rather than Drills Culture 

Playing hockey is the best way to learn.  Player’s need games that: 

-  Stimulate them technically, tactically, physically and cognitively in equal 

measure 

-  Promote understanding of the game 

-  Improve their perception and decision-making ability  

-  Help them learn to adapt quickly and effectively to constantly changing 

situations of the game 

 

GAME – TRAIN – GAME  

The GAME is the TEACHER, the pitch is the CLASSROOM, the COACH is the FACILITATOR 
!



Questioning Coaching Style 

The coach’s role should be one of a facilitator role rather than a prescriptive 

director.  While most players have experienced hockey training environments 

dominated by telling, the coach should help players much more by trying to 

involve them in the decision-making process, through effective questioning. 

 

Open questions, using Tell, Explain, Describe (TED), Who, What, Where, 

When, Why (5W’s) and How, demand further reflection 

The GAME is the TEACHER, the pitch is the CLASSROOM, the COACH is the FACILITATOR 
!



Integrating Goalkeepers 

By the end of the workshop coaches should be able to:  
 
-  Recognise the opportunities to bring goalkeepers into a variety of activities with outfield 

players  
-  Use practical examples to bring match play scenarios to life on a regular basis  
-  Develop practical ideas on how to integrate goalkeepers more easily into activities  
-  Create variations to existing practices to develop a suite of activities for all goalkeepers  
-  Demonstrate that all players can work and develop together when developing skills  
-  Understand that the game is the teacher, the pitch is the classroom, the coach is the 

facilitator 
 
This workshop is designed for coaches that:  
 
-  Have to integrate goalkeepers into activities with outfield players  
-  Want to create match like scenarios for their goalkeepers and outfield players  
-  Have to include goalkeepers of varying ability  
-  Use goalie bashing all too often! 

The GAME is the TEACHER, the pitch is the CLASSROOM, the COACH is the FACILITATOR 
!



Integrating Goalkeepers 

Coaches that attend this workshop will get: 

 

-  Pre-course information including electronic resource cards 

-  A pack of resource cards specific to integrating goalkeepers 

-  3 hours of practical examples 

-  Video resources of match play and practice scenarios 

The GAME is the TEACHER, the pitch is the CLASSROOM, the COACH is the FACILITATOR 
!


